
PRESENTED BY FASHABLE FOUNDERS

THE MOST POWERFUL AI TOOLKIT 
TO SUPPORT FASHION



FASHABLE AI DESIGNED ONE OF
THESE DRESSES. CAN YOU GUESS?

ONE ONE DRESS WAS AI GENERATED BY FASHABLE IP TECHNOLOGY 



AI
Generated

MARNI at 
YOOX

400,00€

SAINT LAURENT at
YOOX

1950,00€

ERDEM at 
Net a Porter
2.922,00€

FASHABLE AI DESIGNED ONE OF
THESE DRESSES. CAN YOU GUESS?

https://www.yoox.com/pt/34922428QB/item#cod10=34922428QB&dept=clothingwomen&sizeId=-1&sts=sr_clothingwomen80
https://www.yoox.com/pt/15101856XO/item#cod10=15101856XO&dept=clothingwomen&sizeId=-1&sts=sr_clothingwomen80
https://www.net-a-porter.com/en-pt/shop/product/erdem/clothing/maxi-dresses/ariella-fil-coupe-voile-maxi-dress/16301891330513893


Make it easier to have new fashion
content and collection that can
pass for real

UNLIMITED
INSPIRATION AND 
 PROPOSALS

The Process (behind the scenes)

Fashable AI proprietary technology does not
copy images or movements, it learns about a
subject and what details can be done in order to
generate original content.



With Social Media and now with Metaverse / Web3 the need of new content is exploding
for the Fashion brands - WAR for new content has never been so intense

The Downloadable Content (DLC) is a very
lucrative business model in the gaming industry

Time and resources for fashion brands to
create new collections and content (Meta &
Physical)
Understand the different metaverses and
customers personas styles
No AI players for support on the Metaverse /
Web3 content generation
Supporting new business models and new
customer engagement channels

Fashable AI technology solves the current Fashion /
Metaverse problems on the  content creation demand:

PROBLEM! CONTENT DEMAND



“Your next iPhone app or sneakers may be designed by a
machine.”

BY SONYA HUANG, PAT GRADY AND GPT-3, PUBLISHED
SEPTEMBER 19, 2022
https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/generative-ai-a-
creative-new-world/

AI GENERATED 
A VC HOT TOPIC

SEQUOIA CAPITAL ARTICLE

Is already a reality power by Fashable:

Are we
already IN

2030?
😊

Now the article: Art Isn’t Dead, It’s Just
Machine-Generated, November 16, 2022
from Guido Appenzeller, Matt Bornstein, Martin
Casado, and Yoko Li from Andreessen
Horowitz

UNLIMITED PRODUCTS

https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/generative-ai-a-creative-new-world/
https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/generative-ai-a-creative-new-world/
https://a16z.com/2022/11/16/creativity-as-an-app/


ABOUT THE FOUNDING TEAM
Orlando Ribas Fernandes, CEO
Working in Innovation & AI during the last years! With the goal to create solutions that can change paradigms
and create unique value on the market. 
With MSc, Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Systems, +15 years in leading projects and WW teams and
Founder and CEO at XnFinity and XNFY Lab - a joint initiative with Microsoft, awarded with several innovation
awards.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/orlandoribas/   

Rui Maranhão, Chief A. Researcher

Gonçalo Cruz, Advisor, Non-Executive

Rui designs, implements and applies top-notch solutions in disruptive innovation, showing all the potential
of applied research. 
With PhD, Rui is Full Professor of Software Engineering at Porto University, with extensive entrepreneurial
and industry research experience where was research in companies like Meta, Google and PARC
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruimaranhao/ 
  

Gonçalo Cruz also co-founded PlatformE — the fashion end-to-end mass customization platform that
accelerates the digital transformation towards digital and on-demand fashion for some of the biggest
fashion groups like LVMH and Kering. Passionate about tech (namely for web, commerce, retail) and Virtual
(3D, AR, VR). Sitting also in the Advisory Board of MyDidimo and MOXY. Vogue Business 100 Innovators.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/goncalocruz/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/orlandoribas/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruimaranhao/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/goncalocruz/


MEET OUR TEAM

Inês Domngues

AI Post-Doc 
A. Researcher

Abubakar Zakari

Head of 
Applied AI

Susana Marques

Head of Fashion-tech 
Designer

 Luís Gomes

PhD AI 
A. Researcher

Joana Portela

Strategy and Funds
Researcher

Henrique Santos

Junior AI 
Researcher

Fashable, have a very close relationship and partnership with several universities and research centers around the world.
That gives unique opportunity for Fashable acquired the best talent.

During the year 2022 Fashable had 22 students working in different Fashable R&D projects. 



 Being the worldwide reference in AI Generated content for Meta-Physical (low hanging fruit)
 Bridging metaverse and physical
 Change physical process’s

Using Artificial Intelligence to design and generate Fashion Content
1.
2.
3.

Generate new clothing design, patterns and
create simulations in gen models 
Align designs with customers preferences
and expectations (personalization)
Enables a new shopping experience online,
clothing designed and purchased prior
manufacturing 
Follows the trends on social media and
preferences of the customers - creating
bestsellers
Boost brand teams and designers’
superpowers 
New upcycling era 

FASHABLE VISION



USE CASES

Potential: Same clothes in Multi-region, inclusive,
original models.

AI Generated realistic content for Meta-Physical
world
AI Generated models photos – e-commerce
social media content – big potential for unsold
inventory + 2ⁿᵈ hand marketplaces
+ others in analysis -> Fashable endless use
cases

Working with Microsoft AI Black Belts and other
partners in our disruptive Use Cases

The most popular ones - in a endless Use Cases

https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/generative-ai-a-creative-new-world/
https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/generative-ai-a-creative-new-world/


TECHNOLOGY POTENTIAL + EVIDENCES
The potential of Fashable technology can be applied in different industries and use cases, but we are FOCUS, in the
Meta+Fashion industry, since we can grow fast since is very visual ("everyone understands and use") and we can build a
strong brand.

Fashable Dall.E images

Curated images quality and results
The best AI realistic images generated technology for the meta-physical fashion worlds. 



EVIDENCES - BEST AI REALISTIC IMAGES 
FID results - The Fréchet inception distance (FID) is a metric used to assess the quality of images created by a
generative model
Google claims – with Imagen, “we achieve a new state-of-the-art COCO FID of 7.27”

https://imagen.research.google/

Fashable - FID results – 2.63

CONFIDENTIAL



SOME FASHABLE NUMBERS

CONFIDENTIAL

+32
resources

4
Universities

8
Brands

1,5M
Dataset
images

+17k
AI training

hours

a Lot €
Computing

value
 IP technology

Azure Machine Learning and Pytorch



FEATURED IN
Microsot Article and Video - link

(Among others publications)

https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/1558909662014453187-fashable-retail-azure


FASHABLE  CONTACTS
Orlando Ribas Fernandes, 
Co-Founder & CEO
ribas@fashable.ai

Others
partnerships@fashable.ai 
investors@fashable.ai 

mailto:ribas@fashable.ai
mailto:partnerships@fashable.ai
mailto:partnerships@fashable.ai
mailto:investors@fashable.ai
mailto:investors@fashable.ai
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fashable-ai/
https://www.instagram.com/fashable_ai/
https://www.fashable.ai/
https://twitter.com/Fashable_AI/

